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ABSTRACT
The Deakin Simpsons challenge 2022 is a VQA task. In this task,

we used bottom-up and top-down attention method to develop our

model by Tensorflow. And our trained model achieve 55.20%(#3) in

final test phase. But the result did not achieve our expectation, for

existing gaps between natural images and simpson image dataset.

At the same time, we used simplified object detection head which

may reduce performance. Thus, there are still many problems wait-

ing us to solve. The code is avaliable on This Github Repo
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Deakin Simpsons challenge 2022 is a computer vision com-

petition and the task is to provide an accurate natural language

answer using machine learning and deep learning when giving

an image of simpsons and a natural language question about the

image. Obviously, the task is a visual question answering(VQA)

task. We should build a model which accepts two inputs: a image

and a question, then outputs an answer. In our opinion, the task

is challenging, for a model is hard to align image and text, and

learn the relationship between them. As we looked up many papers,

we found attention mechanism is a good way to build correlation

between image and text. After considering objective device and

time limitation, we chose BuTd model[1] as our preference.

In the solution, we make following contributions:

• We implement Bottom-Up and Top-Down Attention Method

by Tensorflow based on original paper[1]

• We changed bottom-up visual head, current model can sup-

port different object detection algorithm including Faster-

RNN, YoLo and so on.

• For computation limitations, we design a simplified visual

head to replace object detection head.

• Our model achieved accuracy around 64.00% in validation

dataset, 52.40% in phase one, and 55.20% in final phase.

2 RELATEDWORK
As convolutional neural network achieved good performance on

image tasks and recurrent neural network handled text tasks well,
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researchers began to think about combining images and text to-

gether and made machine learn concepts. Visual Question Answer-

ing normally proposed in this paper[2], and they also provided

VQA dataset and baselines. Then, some researcher found that in

VQA task, language features are easier to learn than vision fea-

tures, which cause models learn too much language prior and break

generalization of the model. So in the paper[3], they proposed a

balanced VQA dataset and tried to force model learnt more visual

features and make images matter in VQA task. About image and

language, how to find relationship between them was a impor-

tant question, so people found attention mechanism may help this.

SAN[8]model had been proposed which applied attention mecha-

nism via stacked attention network and used language features to

query image multiple times to infer correct answers progressively.

After that, researchers found that objects in the image matters in

the question, which means smaller image parts which contain key

objects as visual features can help model make right decisions. Thus,

bottom-up and top-down attention method has been developed[1].

This method used object detection algorithm to capture important

visual features from images. Similarly, if extract key nouns from

sentences, these key words may help image and text align. So Mi-

crosoft team developed Oscar[4] method, the method used object

word tags as anchor points to significantly ease the learning of

alignments. Surely, VQA is just a kind of image-language tasks.

Researcher tried to use pretrained large model and applied weights

in all image-language tasks, which calls multi-modality. Following

pre-trained method and attention mechanism, VinVL[9],VLMo[6]

and OFA[5] had been proposed, these large models can be applied

in almost multi-modality tasks. Besides these large models, some

easy methods also had been developed like SimVLM[7], the method

just used transformer and built a seq2seq model. This model also

achieved good performance.

3 SOLUTION
Our solution based on the BuTd method[1], the VQA model is

similar as original model, which showed in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Original BuTd VQA model

https://github.com/strawman001/Competition/tree/main/Deakin2022
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3.1 Implement Details
Our implement based on Tensorflow. The model has two input

heads, one for language and another head is visual head. The lan-

guage head has two layers, the first one is word embedding layer

which produced by FastText CBOWmodel, the second layer is GRU

layer, which can produce the question embedding matrix. About the

visual head, the original implement is object detection head with

Fast-RCNN and Resnet101. In our implement, the object detection

part can be any available algorithm. We used Faster-RCNN to cap-

ture objects and example like Figure 2 .The object detection layer

produce object boxes, then these boxes will be passed to roipool-

ing layers. When we get same size object image parts, we will use

convolutional base to process them and finally gain visual features.

With question embedding and visual features, the model would

try to align image and text with joint attention module, then the

attention weights would apply in visual features and produce visual

embedding. Finally, the model use visual embedding and question

embedding do element-wise operation and send the joint represen-

tation to classifier with softmax function to the answer probability

distribution.

But in the real-environment, we found if we use standard object

detection visual head, a epoch needs 14h run-time, which is un-

acceptable. So we tried a simplified visual head, for we assumed

imprecise object parts can achieve similar effort. The simplified

head just slices one entire image to 9 parts evenly as visual features.

Though the performance may reduce but run speed improved.

Figure 2: Object Detection Results on a Simpson image

3.2 Training
We firstly applied our model in abstract scene VQA dataset, but

unfortunately, we found the model cannot converge in the dataset.

We guess that the dataset cannot provide enough useful features.

Thus, we change train dataset to COCO VQA dataset. With new

dataset, our model successfully converged and as epoch increasing,

the model began to overfit.

In experiment setting, we used SGD optimizer and set learning

rate 0.01, momentum 0.9, epoch 20. We also used learning rate

scheduler, learning rate will be 0.001 in 10th epoch.

4 RESULTS
Our experiment results are shown in the Table 1

Accuracy F1-Score Precision Recall

On Validation Set 64.00% - - -

On Development Phase Test Dataset 52.40% 59.93% 51.74% 71.20%

On Final Phase Test Dataset 55.20% 65.64% 53.23% 85.60%

Table 1: BuTd model Solution Results

5 EVALUATION AND FUTUREWORK
Actually, our solution did not achieve our expectation. The perfor-

mance showed the model may not learn too much useful features,

and still randomly guess. Through the analysis of the results and

model, we though reasons are following:

(1) Gaps between train dataset and test dataset
Simpons images are very different from natural images, the

visual gaps cause bad performance

(2) We use simplified visual head
Object detection head would spend too much computation

resources, so we just used simplified head in the competition

If we try to get better performance, we will collect simpons images

andmake same distribution dataset. Then use the dataset to produce

visual features. Surely, the BuTd method may not the advancest

method, the VQA task has been a part of multimodality. As devel-

oping of transformer attention mechanism and pretrained large

model, there are many available solutions that we can reference

and apply in this task.

6 CONCLUSION
We used BuTd method in this completion, but the results did not

achieve our expectation. There are still some problems waiting us

to solve.
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